
Modifications to Quad 33 "disc input" to provide a further line-

level input 
 

The Quad 33's LP disc input amplifier and RIAA correction is not its strongest point 

so that, for years I have used one of the radio inputs as the input from an external 

RIAA disc preamplifier to replay gramophone records. I suspect many others do 

something similar, or have abandoned vinyl all together, leaving the disc input unused. 

But, such is the pressure on signal inputs in a modern domestic hi-fi from multiple 

sources, that, in my own case, once both radio inputs had been purloined for LP replay 

and CD and the tape input for an iPod, I really needed to revisit the disc input and 

see if it could be simply modified to provide for a further line-level input. It can, and 

the modifications to the circuitry are given below.  

 

The modifications are very simple and only take half-an-hour. Essentially, the disc 

preamplifier board (M12019) is modified to become a virtual-earth amplifier and the 

gain set by the addition of a series input resistor in the disc adapter board (M12021) 

accessed from the rear of the unit. This latter board must then be re-fitted so that 

it is installed in the position referred to as "spare". The physical modifications to the 

disc preamplifier board are illustrated below and simply involve the removal of four 

capacitors per channel (3 electrolytic and one ceramic). 

 

 

 



 

 
 

Figure 1 - Modifications to the disc preamplifier board (M12019) 

 

And the modifications to the spare positions of the disc adapter board are 

illustrated here. 

 

 
The revised stage is thus as illustrated below in which the important performance 

parameters are annotated. From a sound quality point of view, the stage sounds 

excellent. Sensitivity is ideal for a source like a CD player (2V RMS for 0dBFS), so 

that the volume control is about 1/2 way at normal listening levels. The noise 

contribution from the 330k, whilst higher than one would like, is very low and 

completely inaudible at normal volume-control settings. 
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